The FAR and FRR for the system is 0.74% and 0.83% respectively.
Introduction
The adaptive resonance theory (ART) has capability of learning in response to significant input patterns retaining stability during production of irrelevant patterns. Hence, the designed system can learn new information while keeping previous learned information. This is possible because of good feedback mechanism which ensures internal control mechanisms. This neural network stops learning when an appropriate pattern is developed and weight adaptation occurs. But, ART is an unsupervised learning algorithm. It can respond to any external signal or information. It estimates do not possess the statistical property of consistency.
A fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (ART) model is capable of rapid stable learning of recognition categories in response to arbitrary sequences of analog or binary input patterns [16] . When ART 1 neural network is combined with fuzzy logic, the resultant model becomes capable of learning binary input patterns and the resultant model one, there is strong intra-class variation; and then signature are done in defined confined area which helps to extract region of interest accurately. Hence, this enables to test our system tolerance under different situations.
We have trained our system using four different datasets. Our main aim was to evaluate performance of our FART model. 
SIGNATURE PRE-PROCESSING
Pre-processing is required to process the image for feature extraction. The scanned image contains spurious pixels (noise) which has to be removed to achieve accuracy in further processing steps. Noise is removed using median filter. Image is then converted to grayscale, which is then converted into binary by using OTSU's method. OTSU method assumes that image contains two classes of pixels i.e. foreground and background pixels, it then calculates the optimum threshold separating the two classes. Threshold value based on this method will be between 0 and 1.
In next step, thinning is performed to get a smaller size thinned signature image. This process helps to perform feature extraction more efficiently. Fig. 3 shows the simulation of pre-processing steps. R and angular space's quantization is controlled by parameter P .
where When neighboring pixel has higher value (i.e. I(J P ) − I(J C ) ≥ 0) then it is replaced by one and for lower value it is replaced with zero and weight (i.e. 
TRAINING AND TESTING THROUGH FART
To apply FART to signature verification system, the architecture is trained using vectors got from the feature extraction stage. This step starts with training through adaptive resonance theory neural network. Adaptive resonance theory 1 makes use of ordinary differential equations which leads to self-stability and convergence of its adaptive weights. ART1 is characterized by a system of ordinary differential equations with associated theorems proving its self-stabilization property and the con- 
FUZZY ART ARCHITECTURE

DISCUSSION
The experiment is conducted using four different size 
